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Abstract— unsolicited email is not only a nuisance but can be potentially dangerous. Methods to filter it out
work fairly well with conventional unsolicited commercial email or email soliciting personal information but
they don’t work as well with under attack hateful email (AHE) that facilitates computer network exploitation.
Current detection algorithms work well for spam and phishing because it’s easy to detect mass- generated
email sent to millions of addresses nit’s possible to gather emails with similar characteristics and message
content to probabilistically identify them. AHE, on the other hand, targets single users or small groups in low
volumes. It’s tailored specifically to the goal recipient and engineered to appear legitimate and trustworthy. If
we rely on current conventional detection methods, AHE goes undetected.
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I. THE UNDER ATTACK HATEFUL EMAIL CHALLENGE
A network defender encounters different classes of threat actors with varying intents and capabilities.
Conventional computer network attacks exploit network-based listening services such as Web servers, where
asunder attack attacks oft en leverage social engineering through vehicles such as email. Email is especially
dangerous because nearly all organizations allow email to enter their networks. In mid-2005, the UK National
Infrastructure Security Co-ordination Centre1 and the US Computer Emergency Response Team2 issued
technical alert bulletins about targeted, socially engineered emails that drop Trojans to exfiltrate sensitive
information. The intrusions occurred over a significant period of time, evaded conventional firewall and
antivirus capabilities, and enabled adversaries to harvest sensitive information. In 2007, various government
agencies experienced intrusion attempts.3 The US-China Economic and Security Review Commission’s 2008
and 2009 reports to Congress summarize open source reporting of under attack attacks against US military,
government, and contractor systems to collect sensitive information.4 A report prepared for the US-China
Economic and Security Review Commission profiled an advanced cyber intrusion and documented AHE5 In all
of these examples, the threat actors weren’t necessarily looking for immediate financial gain. For such advanced
persistent threats, acquiring valuable information is the real intention. Although many victims of illegitimate
email have money, only certain organizations have the type of valuable information that yields long-term
strategic advantage. This level of targeting and sophistication suggests a patient threat actor with the resources
to reconnoiter a target environment and craft emails relevant to the recipients, using email addresses, subject
lines, and content tailored to entice recipients to open the message. The threat actors can then attach hateful files
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or Web links or repurpose previously sent email appended with hateful content. Clearly, threat actors can’t use
this sort of advanced targeting on an Internet-wide scale: they’re after specific information.
II. RECORDS SET STRUCTURE
Given AHE’s specific features and the failure of traditional filtering techniques to reliably detect it,
developed an alternative filtering procedure. Figure 1 outlines our process. Look at features of the email that
other filtering techniques don’t typically extract, classifying them as persistent threat and recipient-oriented
features. These features on the basis of our analysis of a large Record set of actual AHE from a Fortune 500
company with more than 100,000 email users fully reviewed our intentions with the company’s legal counsel
and information security personnel. Although we conducted the research using actual Record, we’ve sanitized
all results to anonymize both the company and any users of the company’s email system. To the best of our
knowledge, reliable, scalable, and automated AHE detection isn’t yet possible with commercially available tools.
For other researchers looking to create similar Record sets, we recommend partnering with organizations that
are already manually identifying AHE Typically; the Record sets used to evaluate email-filtering techniques are
incomplete or are an amalgamation of several different Record sets. For example, the PU1 and ling-spam
corpora, commonly used for evaluating the performance of spam filters, are made up of known spam and known
legitimate emails from different sources.6 Privacy concerns make it difficult to obtain legitimate email for
analysis, and to further complicate matters, Record sets sometimes lack email header information or are
sanitized to the point where useful information is lost. Our study had to use full and complete emails, because a
critical goal was to measure the added value of leveraging features of hateful email that are persistent threat and
recipient oriented. We leveraged complete emails from the company and additional recipient context, such as
full name, job title, and business division membership. The complete Record set consists of three classes of
emails: non-targeted hateful email (referred to as NAHE1),under attack hateful email (referred to as AHE1), and
an evaluation set containing both AHEs and NAHEs (referred to as TS1). We used NAHE1 and AHE1 to
construct the AHE-filter technique and TS1 for evaluation. Figure 2 provides context for the new features we
incorporated for AHE detection.

Figure 1. Classification process. A simplified view of our classification process first involves preprocessing
email, leveraging company-specific information. Persistent threat and recipient-oriented features are extracted
and the associated emails are classified using a random forest classifier

Figure 2. New features used for detecting under attack hateful email (AHE). (a) The supply chain of components
and threat actors necessary for creating a AHE (b) The Internet, which stands between the threat actors and
email recipients. (c) AHE recipients
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III. TRENDS WITH AHE AND NAHE
Separate analysis of AHE informed the feature selection for our extraction purposes. Figure 3 shows the
number of AHEs received by accounts at the target company: the vast majority of accounts received no AHEs,
although a select set of accounts received more than one. Figure 4a shows the cumulative distribution function
of Google search hits for the company’s employees’ email addresses, and Figure 4b shows the average amount
of AHEs received by those email addresses sharing the same hit count in Google. The x-axis uses just the first
24 Google search hit bins, which accounts for 99.93 percent of the total population. Later bins are sparsely
populated. We can see a positive correlation between these two variables. Some AHEs appear to target
employees with specific job titles. Table 1 shows the top 15 job titles in the target company by number of
employees, NAHEs received, and AHEs received. It’s interesting that the most common job title, systems
engineering, isn’t one of the top 15 AHE recipients. Furthermore, the international business development job
title, which consists of only 44 people in a company of more than 100,000 employees, is the third most under
attack group.
3.1 Persistent Threat and Recipient-Oriented Features
Figure 2 provides the context for the persistent threat and recipient-oriented features that extracted to support
the classification objective. Extracted a total of 83 features) and used them as input to a random forest classifier
to construct the AHE-filtering technique. Table 2 lists the top 10 of these 83 features.
IV. PERSISTENT THREAT
When threat actors weaponize (or embed hateful content in) an email, they can leave fingerprints useful for
detection. Inevitably, threat actors, being human, resort to automation or other procedural techniques that can
enhance detectability across several repeated intrusion attempts. To save on cost, threat actors might reuse
weapons with different delivery vehicles. The combination of tools, techniques, and procedures measures
capability. Both the tools used and locale are persistent threat features that incorporate in AHE-filtering
techniques.
Some automation tools actually leave names in an email, whereas other tools leave more subtle clues. For
example, feature 10 in Table 2 is an artifact of certain email tools. When a threat actor is preparing and
launching an email weapon, certain elements of his or her locale might be left in attachments or in the email
itself. Infer locale through language settings, character encodings, time-zone settings, Internet Protocol
addresses, and system host names.
V. RECIPIENT ORIENTED
Threat actors might send emails to a particular individual because of his or her role in an organization. They
might target the company’s CEO, thinking his or her system might have sensitive information. Employees in
business development might be prone to AHE simply because their email addresses are more readily available
as a function of their job; a senior-level employee might be more likely to be under attack than an entry-level
employee.
Just as some sender-focused reputation techniques maintain lists of known bad senders, recipient reputation
involves maintaining a list of recipients known to receive AHE It’s conceivable that threat actors maintain a
Record base of email addresses for a specific target organization and that these email addresses might receive a
higher volume of AHE over time. Feature 1 in Table 2 was only feasible as a recipient-oriented feature because
the company keeps a log of those who have previously been targeted. Another dimension of reputation includes
email visibility. Presumably, those email addresses that are more publicly available are more likely to be
targeted. Email address visibility can be as straightforward as the number of times an email address appears in
Internet search engine results. Furthermore, employees who have left a company might continue to receive AHE
to their no-longer-valid
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Table 1. Not ready to attack hateful emails received and attacked hateful emails received
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the random forest classifier8 to separate NAHE from AHE Several characteristics of this classifier
made it ideal for the Record sets in this study:
it can handle a large number of features;
it can handle a large number of emails;
it can handle a mixture of binary, numeric, and categorical features;
it generally doesn’t over it;
it can handle missing features;
it trivially parallelizes the algorithm to scale up for huge Record sets;
it can estimate which features are more important than others; and
it can handle unbalanced Record sets (for example, a much greater number of NAHEs than AHEs).
Actually AHE
True positive (TP)
False negative (FN)

Predicted as AHE
Predicted as
NAHE

Actually NAHE
False positive (FP)
True negative (TN)

Table 2. Possible outcomes from the classifier
Traditional decision-tree classification algorithms split each node using the best split from all available
features. The best split is that which provides the most separation in the Record. With random forests, each node
splits (using the best split) from a randomly selected set of features at that node. In addition, they create multiple
decision trees using bootstrap samples (random selections with replacements) from the Record set. These trees
are created independently of each other and are classified according to a simple majority vote from the trees in
the forest. The algorithm8,9 is as follows:
1. In this study, trees grow to maximum size: k = number of trees to create; m = number of random
features to select for node splitting; and d = maximum depth of the trees.
2. Select k vectors from the training Record such that vector θk is chosen independent of θ1, …, θk – 1.
3. For each of the bootstrap samples, grow a tree Tk, where each node splits using the best split from m
randomly selected features. The result is multiple tree classifiers Tk : h(x, θk), where x is an input vector
of un
4. To classify x, process that feature vector down each tree in the forest. Each tree will output a classification, also known as a vote. If Ck(x) represents the classification of the kth tree in the forest, then the
aggregate classification of the forest, Cforest(x) = majority vote Cx{()}kk1.
The 83 features extracted from email are represented as a vector of features. The output of the random forest
classifier for a particular email is binary, classified as either AHE or NAHE using the email’s specific vector of
persistent threat and recipient-oriented features as input.
When the classifier correctly predicts a AHE, it’s a true positive (TP). When the classifier correctly predicts
an NAHE, it’s a true negative (TN). When the classifier predicts an NAHE as AHE, it’s a false positive (FP) or
Type I error. When the classifier predicts a AHE as NAHE, it’s a false negative (FN) or Type II error. Table 3
shows the possible outcomes from the classifier.
The false positive rate (FPR) is the proportion of NAHE that was incorrectly classified as AHE The
specificity is equal to 1 − FPR, where the FPR is FP/FP+TN
The false negative rate (FNR) is the proportion of AHE that was incorrectly classified as NAHE The
sensitivity is equal to 1 − FNR, where the FNR is FN/FN+TP.
VII.
OUTCOME
Recall the construction of the NAHE1, AHE1, and TS1 Record sets. At first, a 10-fold cross validation as our
evaluation method for the joint NAHE1–AHE1 Record set. Later, we used the joint NAHE1–AHE1 Record set
for training, but instead of doing cross validation, we used the independent TS1 Record set to evaluate the AHE
filter constructed using the joint NAHE1–AHE1 Record set.
7.1 NAHE1–AHE1 Record set
A. Analysis of the NAHE1–AHE1 Record set by using the random forest classifier’s measure of feature
importance. A random forest using all 83 features with k = 50 and m = 30 produced the best result—an FNR
of 0.6 percent.
Processing the NAHE1–AHE1 Record set using Spam Assassin (http://spamassassin.apache.org) results in an
FNR of 73 percent, indicating that a large volume of AHE evades Spam Assassin. Clam AV (www.clamav.net)
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has even poorer performance with a 90 percent FNR. Serializing both Spam Assassin and Clam AV
(SpamAssassin+ClamAV) resulted in a 67 percent FNR.
Figure 5a shows the top 20 features (in order of feature importance) that have to be removed from the random
forest classifier before its FNR approaches that of SpamAssassin+ClamAV. Figure 5b presents analysis results
following a similar process, but it removes the least important features first. Even with only one feature
remaining (removed in order of increasing feature importance), the random forest classifier outperforms Spam
Assassin and ClamAV.
A Mc Nemar test, summarized in Table 4, comparing the random forest classifier against
SpamAssassin+ClamAV, yields a χ2 test statistic of 1,541.1, which is greater than the critical value of 6.635 at
the α = 0.01 level of significance.
We must reject the null hypothesis that the two detection methods are the same in their abilities to detect
AHE Table 4 shows that the random forest–based AHE filter technique developed herein identifies 2,300 out of
2,315 AHEs correctly (99 percent),

Table 3.Evaluation contingency table for AHE1 detection
VIII.
CONCLUSION
Threat actors might inadvertently leave remnants of information such as file paths, time zones, or even author
names.10 all these features might associate multiple intrusion attempts into a related campaign. In addition,
organizations can track features that characterize the types and amounts of email received by a particular email
address. For example, for each recipient, the number of emails and attachments received over a fixed time
period might help uncover email that falls outside of his or her normal receiving patterns.
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